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(This man indicates the

Savior, Mr. Cho Hee Sung, in

the Victory Altar)

“Only if one defeats I’ for one

day, today, they can defeat I’

forever” <The Law of Liberty> is

defeating  ‘I’ every moment 

<The Law of Liberty> is defeating

‘I’ every moment today without

thinking tomorrow and yesterday.

Like the Bible says ‘ Do not worry

about the things of tomorrow,

sufficient onto today’s job is today, if

one thinks of tomorrow, next year, 10

years, and 100 years later, they cannot

go this way.

This man received trials, ‘the life of

defeating ‘I’ for a day, today’ in the

Secret Chamber. He defeated himself

day by day. This man did not

overcome himself for several months

or several years.

Defeating day by day, defeating

again, defeating again, defeating

continuously day by day, This man

was completed. If one defeats oneself

for a day, today, next day, today will

come again, if one defeats oneself for

a day, today, they will defeat

continuously.

This man said that spending 7 years

in jail was like sleeping a night. It is

his frank feeling because he defeated

himself day by day, it was like

spending a day. 

If a day is accumulated, a year

passes, 10 years passes, and 100 years

passes. Therefore, the method of

overcoming oneself is overcoming

day by day. 

Every day one defeats oneself. All

sin like a big mountain is in oneself.

Therefore, only if one defeats oneself,

they can defeat themselves tomorrow,

defeat the day after tomorrow,

pushing that force continuously, they

are expected to defeat themselves for

3 days, 10 days, 20 days, 1 month, 1

year, 10 years, 100 years, 1000 years,

10,000 years and forever.

Defeating ‘I’ for a day com-pletely,

one defeats ‘I’ for 2 days, 3 days,10

days, 1 month, 1 year, 10 years, 100

years, 500 years, 1000 years, 2000

years, and 10000 years. Although

time passes forever, that  by defeating

‘I’ for a day, today, the mission is

accomplished. Therefore, only if one

defeats ‘I’ for a day today, they are

supposed to defeat ‘I’ forever. There

is a person who worries about winter

comes, that is a thought of people

who do not keep the Law of Liberty. 

Although winter comes, sum-mer

spring comes, or fall comes, it does

not matter to me. Defeating ‘I’ for a

day, today, it is OK. So, as now you

all are in the condition of becoming

Victors, please become a Victor

defeating yourself day by day.  

This man prays remembering your

faces one by one. If This man prays,

the sin and anguish in you become

extinct. Pastors and pseudo monks

are busy deceiving you wearing a

mask of hypocrites. On the contrary,

the Savior fights against Satan defeats

it every second, and crank down

Satan. Therefore, This man finishes

worship services, but does not take a

rest and always kills Satan every

second. Every second, he destroys

Satan in the world. If he does not, all

the believers of the Victory Altar

would become the victims of Satan.

That all the followers of the Victory

Altar live briskly is evidence that the

Savior dissipates all Satan. Therefore,

as the Savior gives you life, he is the

True Mother. As the True Mother was

supposed to appear, in order to let

people call the True Mother, the

Spiritual Mother let people call

himself mother prelimi-narily. The

Spiritual Mother was  the Mother of

This man. 

After raising This man up as a

complete Victor, as his mission was

finished, at the moment he handed the

work off, Satan killed him. The

Spiritual Mother was great but he was

the poorest in the world. Producing

the Savior and completing the Savior,

then he fell a sacrifice to Satan. The

Spiritual Mother called This man and

asked This man’s advice. He was the

Mother of This man, but rather he

sought advice.

When he asked “May I go to

America?”, This man said “Spiritual

Mother, you must not go to America.

Like you said, if you go to America

and have a surgery, you should

receive a blood transfusion of sinners.

Then will a righteous man be

changed into a sinner? And then will

Spiritual Mother lose immortality?”

Then the Spiritual Mother said, “You

are right, but I am very sad that I

cannot do as you say.” And as his

closely aid bought an airline ticket to

America and all things were

completely arranged, the Spiritual

Mother went to America. Like this,

no matter how right words This man

said, as he was caught in a trap, he

could do nothing. So This man could

not stand and wailed after he died. 

The Spiritual Mother always gave

the grace of God to This man until

This man became a Victor. The

Spiritual Mother followed This man

when he went to Seoul or Inchon, and

wherever he went. This man follows

you as his other selves.

Although This man follows you as

his other selves, if  you do not

recognize that,   and think that you go

alone, you should know that you

always move in a crawl step which

does not receive the grace of God.

Also when This man was in prison,

you had many expe-riences that he

followed you as his other selves.

When This man was in prison, he

always followed you, gave power to

you, and provided faith to you

worrying that your faith became

weak and dropped at the altar.

Not being smart, you don’t come to

the altar diligently, but as the Spiritual

Mother always leads you spiritually,

you are drawn to the altar. Through

being led by the Spiritual Mother all

the time, your spirit grows well and

you become a Victor. After becoming

a Victor, you should grow and

become a consummator.

Becoming a consummator, you will

be in the condition that you never

falls, then you will have spirit that

runs just looking at only the front and

immortality all the time.

Therefore, you should pray without

resting. Repeat after me. Infinite

Satan, for a second, as infinite times,

continuously, forever, rooting all out,

cutting them with a sword of the Holy

Spirit, mashing with an ax of the

Holy Spirit, grinding them in a

millstone of the Holy Spirit, burning

them with a fire of the Holy Spirit,

pakmyeolsotang (meaning hitting,

destroying, burning, and boiling,)

with a fire of sulfur.

You should recite the spell of

destroying Satan habitually. You can

also pray within oneself, pray while

walking on the street, and working all

the time by yourself. Those who do

not pray naturally cannot go to

heaven. Those who are qualified for

going to heaven are expected to pray

habitually all the time. While

walking, you can pray. While sitting,

you can pray. While eating rice, you

can pray. While taking a shower, you

can pray. While sitting, you can pray.

So those who pray do not have time

to take a rest.

If people in a somewhat high step

pray, they can see that Satan is cut, is

completely grinded by the milestone

of theHoly Spirit, is burnt by the fire

of the Holy Spirit, pakmyeolsotang

with the fire of sulfur. If Satan dies

somewhat, whatever may happen,

anger does not come out. The step

that anger arises is a spiritually a

creeping stage. Therefore, if one

prays, the anger Satan dies first. If

you pray to kill Satan continuously,

you can smell burning paper. Next,

the grace of the water of life is

connected to you. The grace of the

water of life is connected from mouth

to abdomen and to lower abdomen

cool. Then the body is so light and

floats enough not to know whether

your body exists or not. After that,

you receive the Holy Dew Spirit. If

you will receive the Holy Dew Spirit,

your body will become cold and light.

Then you will smell the fragrance of

lilies. 

Although you sit in a bathroom, you

do not smell the stink of dung, the

fragrance of lilies is connected.

Experiencing this, you are in the first

step. So the step of crawl is the stage

which one smells burning paper.

The next step, if you are connected

with the grace of the water of life,

you are in the 3rd-4th step. The step

of being connected with Holy Spirit is

5 grade-6 grade. The next is the step

of complete. That is, it is the step of

graduation. If one reaches the step of

graduation, they cannot fall.*

The Secret of Overcoming ‘I’Continuously

Translation : Angel Kim

The Savior is the Spiritual

Mother(靈靈母母)of all humanity

If one overcomes oneself for only

one day, today, they are supposed

to overcome them-selves forever

You should recognize that the

other selves of God follow you

One should pray without resting


